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The Ghost of Max Weber
very recently have dealt in detail with the pre-1945 period, leaving the post-1945 years to analysts of the contemporary scene.[2] Balogh argues that the 1960s saw
multifacted challenges to the “consensual, pragmatic,
and expert-driven policy-making” (p. 23) state, what he
has termed the “proministrative state” in an important
monograph on the post-1945 nuclear power debate.[3]

A spectre is haunting modern America–the spectre
of Max Weber. Ever since the incisive German sociologist and theoretician drew our attention to the state and
society nexus, scholars have wrestled with the problem
of how to explicate the relationship between the modern state and civil society. Haunting the writing of modern American history, this problem has never been fully
addressed, although practitioners of the organizational
school of interpretation first begun by Samuel P. Hayes
and Robert H. Wiebe and younger disciples of the new
social history have made serious inroads into dealing
with this lacuna.[1] In this fascinating, but uneven, collection of essays, seven scholars attempt to bring our
understanding of U.S. history in the troubled decade of
the 1960s up-to-date through theoretical, institutional,
and policy case studies. The volume began as papers
presented at a conference sponsored by the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington, D.C., which also funded publication of this paperback book format after the essays initially appeared in
the Journal of Policy History, Volume 8, No. 1 (1996).

In this thought-provoking introduction, Balogh suggests that the Sixties brought forth a new generation of
voluntary associations in civil society that made the civil
rights movement, the New Left, the second stage of the
women’s rights movement, the welfare rights movement,
and a host of other protest movements the regnant challengers to the previously dominant Cold War liberalism
forged in the aftermath of World War II and the America’s emergence of America as the leading world economic power. He suggests that the organizational synthesis and the new social history can move beyond the
implicit call for revival of New Deal liberalism found in
the influential works of Alan Brinkley and William Chafe
who work in the older Progressive tradition of historEditor Brian Balogh begins the collection with a ical writing.[4] Yet throughout the essay, Balogh sugthoughtful essay based on the Weberian view that “the gests there was an implicit tension between individuSixties emerge as a distinctive yet unexceptional episode alism and liberation on the one hand and institutional
in the long history of struggle between individuals, civil change and challenge to established authority on the
society, and the state” (p. 3). He introduces each of the other hand that these social movements never fully resix following essays and places them into the context of solved. Six essays follow Balogh’s introduction which
interest-group liberalism in order to synthesize what we promises to shed new light on the state-society nexus on
have come to call the organizational and new social his- America in the 1960s.
tory approaches to modern American history which until
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In perhaps the most startling and provocative piece
in the volume, Hugh Heclo spins out the postmodernist
implications of the movements of the decade as parts of
a religious awakening to take up an idea first proposed
by religious historian William G. McLoughlin in 1978.[5]
Participants in these movements sought personal liberation, egalitarian inclusiveness, and participatory openness that would create “free space” between their private lives and modern large-scale institutions. Yet ironically, with the decline of a religiously-inspired American
sense of unity, postmodern movements led to a proliferation of radically plural activist groups, built in rightsbased group conflict, made policy claims that were inherently confrontational and hence not resolvable via political compromise, and expanded group conflict making for
a permanent state of domestic cold war. Heclo concludes
that while these protest movements led to a more open
society, they also left a legacy of “a dangerous dissociation among government, policy politics, and the public”
(p. 57) which left post-Sixties Americans looking for a
moral order in public policy that no longer existed, its legitimacy and credibility having been undermined by the
Awakening of the Sixties.

in ways that led class-conscious liberals to denounce the
Moynihan report, liberal and conservative critics to ignore its call for government jobs for unemployed black
men, and allowed conservatives in the aftermath of the
Watts riots that broke out as the report was released to argue that black social and personal pathology, rather than
inadequate social programs, could best explain the racial
violence in the nation’s cities. Unfortunately, Scott never
clarifies the broader meaning of this complicated social
science policy debate relative to parallel debates over the
course of the decade. His argument suggests the need
for reevaluation of economic, social, urban, and race relations policies in the Kennedy and Johnson administration
that are only beginning to be done.
Following through on his earlier Berkeley at War: The
1960s (New York, 1989), W. J. Rorabaugh provides a preview of his current research on the social history of that
decade to argue that the New Left, the Black Power movement, and feminism presented certain common elements
of a social critique based on challenging authority, seeking community, and wishing for empowerment. His narrative and notes provide an excellent summary of worksto-date on these three key social movements, their mixed
legacy, and long-term disillusionment that led to institutional dysfunction in the post-1960s period. His skeptical
suggestion that sociopolitical movements “have caused
political paralysis rather than producing solutions” (p.
135) may win him few friends in the academy but is worthy of further research and debate.

In “Crossing Thresholds: Federalism in the 1960s,” political scientist Martha Derthick suggests that American
federalism shifted its balance away from a state and local
emphasis toward an increasingly national one. She summarizes key congressional legislation and Supreme Court
cases to argue that a new federalism emerged that proved
quite unlike earlier incarnations. She quickly reviews the
impact of not only such well-known court cases as Baker
v. Carr (1962) and Miranda v. Arizona (1966), but also
the policy shifts engendered by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the Medicaid
program created in 1965, the Water Quality Act of 1965,
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 to argue that these
changes in federalism were “more profound than any that
occurred in the New Deal” (p. 76).

Martha F. Davis, expanding on her previous work,
Brutal Need: Lawyers and the Welfare Rights Movement,
1960-1973 (New Haven, 1993), reveals the class, racial and
gender tensions between the National Welfare Rights Organization founded in 1966 by activist George Wiley and
the educated, white, middle class experience of most National Organization for Women members that forestalled
a viable alliance that could have identified welfare rights
as a women’s issue rather than a lower class or black
one. Hence the maternalist framework first enunciated
in the Progressive era that centered social welfare proDrawing on his 1994 Stanford University disserta- grams on poor widows and divorced mothers continued
tion, Daryl Michael Scott suggests that the post-release rather than recognize a significant shift in the needs of
controversy over Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s The Negro lower class, black, and working women of the 1960s. UnFamily: The Case for National Action (1965) ignored the like many of the other essays in this volume, this one is
complex pre-1965 debate between racial liberals in the based on research in primary sources rather than drawNAACP and social science circles and class-conscious lib- ing on the secondary literature which has emerged in the
erals who used postwar images of psychologically dam- last twenty years.
aged blacks to pursue their own policy goals by playFinally, Louis Galambos provides a useful review of
ing on white middle class attitudes. But policy positions
the
long-term economic impact of the Vietnam War. Due
adopted in the 1945-1960 period shifted in the mid-1960s
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to bad government policy decisions and their own focus
on defense contracts rather than research and development for the future, private sector business leaders ignored the overarching problems of price inflation, global
competition, and declining American productivity in the
1965-1975 years. Galambos argues that while the $167
billion financial cost and the human costs to Americans of
58,130 deaths and 153,000 casualties may not have compared with the costs of the two world wars, the long-term
costs in not concentrating on global economic changes
may have made the Vietnam war the “ ’most debilitating’ in our history” (p. 175). We are still dealing with the
economic costs of the war today, but only after losing a
decade of time to right the economic ship that rode high
on international waters in the immediate post-World War
II years.

the explosion of agencies under the Office of Economic
Opportunity as part of the War on Poverty; in the revival of conservative politics through Young Americans
for Freedom, the Goldwater movement, and the rise of
the New Right in the nation’s suburbs; and in the religious revivals among youthful counterculturists, advocates of Eastern religions, and Protestant fundamentalist
groups might have been addressed as parts of the broadly
defined “civil society” raised in Balogh’s introduction.
As Louis Galambos suggests in the collection’s final essay, perhaps the most significant impact of the decade’s
changes stemmed from the breakdown of institutional
mechanisms, the short-sightedness of established leaders, and the hubris of protest movements so anxious to
tear down authority that the resulting lack of legitimacy,
faith in institutions, and fragmentation of socially disenfranchised groups into mini-camps of interest-group liberals or societal dropouts left American civil society in
serious disarray.

Like many such collections of essays, Integrating the
Sixties is a mixed qualitative bag. Balogh’s historiographical introduction and Helco’s postmodernist view that the
movements of the 1960s sought both to challenge and to
benefit from the interest-group liberalism that they ultimately undermined suggest we may be on the verge of
an entire new wave of scholarship on the 1960s. Scott’s
and Davis’s more narrowly focused case studies on the
controversy over the Moynihan Report and the welfare
rights movement based on careful research in primary
sources allow for careful qualification rather than broad
generalizations, hinting at the need for many more such
case studies. Rorabaugh and Galambos provide good,
brief accounts of existing knowledge on the social movements and economic impact of the Vietnam war which
are not path breaking but do bring together information
otherwise found scattered among secondary accounts
that most readers do not have the time to pursue. A final
chapter by Balogh on avenues for further research might
have been added to provide a sense of closure to the volume.

The ghost of Max Weber continues to hover over the
writing of modern U.S. history in ways that we scholars rarely acknowledge. How one defines “civil society”
can effect how one interprets the significance of different
institutions, time periods, events, and individuals. Are
not large-scale institutions such as business corporations
and labor unions part of civil society? Are political parties part and parcel of civil society or are they mediating institutions between civil society and the state? Are
social protest movements democratic representations of
civil society or aggrieved parts of the broader public? In
a time of disruption such as the Sixties, which people,
which institutions, which movements could legitimately
claim to speak for civil society as a whole, or could any
of these even make such a claim? An entire school of
interpretation of modern America presumes the usefulness of Adam Smith’s classical economic model based on
individualism, a carefully circumscribed state, and the
operation of the invisible hand of the free marketplace.
Smith’s eighteenth-century theory divided a nation’s political economy into “private” and “public” sectors, while
his latter-day disciples celebrate the strength of an antistatist tradition over the broad sweep of American history which now reigns supreme in post-Sixties America.
Yet modern-day scholars working within the Progressive
tradition of historiography, as Balogh notes in his introduction, suggest that only a revived, centralized state
can bridge the state/society nexus. Meanwhile, left revisionists have suggested that with the decline of the New
Deal state a powerful “corporate liberalism” has taken
control of the twentieth-century American state to dic-

Perhaps not surprisingly, these essays work best
when they draw on an already sizeable literature on the
social protest movements of the 1960s best reviewed in
Rohrabaugh’s notes. Derthick’s argument that federalism crossed a new threshold in the decade reminds us that
Weber’s idea of “civil society” must be seen not only in
terms of social protest movements or twentieth-century
variants on Alexis de Tocqueville’s voluntary associations, but also as concomitants of normal post-1945 political and institutional life as well. Hence, one wishes
that changes in government economic policies such as
the New Economics of the Kennedy/Johnson Council of
Economic Advisers; in social welfare policies through
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tate regressive social policies.[6] Weber knew that powerful currents of religion–remember The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism? –and charismatic leaders
made capitalism more resilient than Marxist class-based
analysis would conclude. But neither Weber nor Marx
envisioned the emergence of social protest movements
based on age, gender, race, ethnicity, or religion let alone
the complicated kinds of institutional mechanisms found
throughout the landscape of modern U.S. history.
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Integrating the Sixties leaves off.
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